SUMMER READING 2021 FORTUNE TELLER

MAKE YOUR OWN

HOW TO MAKE

- cut out
- fold over
- unfold
- fold over
- unfold
- fold all 4 corners
- looks like this
- keep folds together and turn over
- fold all 4 corners
- looks like this
- fold in half and slide fingers in

HOW TO PLAY

1. Add whatever colors, numbers and fortunes you like to the template
2. Start with forefingers and thumbs pressing fortune teller closed and pick an option
3. Spell the option by taking turns opening and closing the fortune teller with your fingers
4. Pick any number displayed
5. Open and close the fortune teller the same amount as the number picked
6. Pick a final number displayed
7. Lift the flap under the number and discover your reading fortune!
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